Council on Student Affairs and Fee (COSAF) Meeting  
February 10th, 2017  
11:30 am – 1:00 pm  
Memorial Union: Garrison room

AGENDA

1. 11:30 – 11:50 am  
   • Student Development Funds Requests which COSAF now oversees – Jason (20 minutes)

2. 11:50 am – 12:10 pm  
   • FACE/LEEAP Template Review: CRU – John Campbell, Luci Schmidl, Rekha Sylvain (20 minutes)

3. 12:10 – 12:30 pm  
   • FACE/LEEAP Template Review: ICA – Kevin Blue (20 minutes)

4. 12:30 – 1:00 pm  
   • FACE/LEEAP Discussion & Vote (30 minutes)  
     vote did not happen